KS1 teachers’
guidance notes
Introduction
Follow this up in the classroom by selecting from the
‘Did you know?’ fact files and activity sheets. These
notes include extension ideas and discussion topics too.

We’ve provided lots of fun, but informative resources
to get the children thinking about how they can ‘Drop
20’. These supporting notes will help you get the
most out of all the different elements of this ‘Drop 20’
for schools pack, which has been designed to be as
flexible as possible.

We hope you will encourage the children to take some
of the activities home to share with their families too,
so that everyone gets the message about how they
can ‘Drop 20’ whether at home, at work or at school.

The film and the assembly presentation give all the
basic facts about a drought – and it’s best to begin by
showing one or both of these to the children, either as
an assembly or as a lesson starter stimulus.

Details for the ‘Drop 20’ competition for schools can
be found on page 3, which you might like to run as a
summer holiday project.

Using the film
The Water Watchers

Using the ‘Did you know?’
fact files

Three children are playing at being inventors and want
to make the next big ‘water-saving’ invention. They
find out about drought and also what they can do at
home to cut down on their water usage.

Read the fact files together and then try the
following:

Talk about:
What does Anglian Water do to help ‘beat a
drought’? Why is this important?
What did the children in the film do to save
water?
Do the children think they could try any of those
activities in their home?
Go to the ‘Did you know?’ fact files and activity sheets
for follow-up activities, which will reinforce the key
messages in the film.

Using the assembly
The 9-slide PowerPoint presentation is ready to use,
containing text and images to support key messages.
Download the assembly notes, which give helpful
additional facts and talking topics for each slide. Then
go to the ‘Did you know?’ fact files and activity sheets
for follow-up activities.
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What would a drought mean to me?
Ask the children to work in groups and to draw (on
a large sheet of paper) all the ways they use water,
for example, washing themselves, their clothes and
drinking water. Just how tricky would it be to manage
these activities if there was no fresh water running
from the tap?
What can I do to help?
Can the children say – or show you through mime –
how they might continue to do all these activities, but
in a way that shows they are using water wisely? How
would they keep clean, brush their teeth, water the
garden, etc? You could ask them to mime the ‘right
way’, e.g. turning the tap off whilst cleaning teeth and
the ‘wrong way’ – leaving it running. Can the audience
spot the difference?
What might happen to the plants and wildlife?
Low levels of water in rivers could leave creatures
like frogs and newts at risk, and prevent some insects
from hatching. Then what might happen to the birds
and fish that feed on these small creatures? Ask the
children to draw a simple ‘chain picture’ or flow chart
which shows how a continued lack of fresh water could
affect plants, animals and eventually humans.
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KS1 teachers’ guidance notes
Using the activity sheets
3. Captain Splosh in action

1. Water Watchers track game

How much water do the children think Captain
Splosh is saving? Ask them to colour and cut out the
pictures and then to re-use them in a mini book or
zigzag book that encourages people to think about
how to cut down their water use. They might like
to write a story about Captain Splosh or they could
make a class book of handy hints or water facts.

Can the children spot all the water-saving measures
shown on the game? They could add another idea
of their own in one of the blank spaces. Encourage
them to colour in the game and to play it in pairs
or small groups. Take the game home and have fun
playing again with the family.
2. Start right now!
The sheet shows five
simple ways in which
a family can cut
down on their
water use. Ask
the children
to choose
something they
think they can
achieve every day.
It can be the same
thing like turning
the tap off when
cleaning teeth or
they might want to try a few different ideas. Once
they have chosen what to do, they can stick the picture
onto the chart. Invite the family to join in too, and to
sign the completed diary at the end of the seven days.
Share the following water use facts with the children:

You can photocopy and use the Captain Splosh
drawings and use them in a class bar chart to show
which water-saving activity the children think they
could do – or have already done. The children can
colour in their favourite Captain Splosh picture and
add it to the chart. It would be great to display it
somewhere so that parents can see it too.
The illustrations can be enlarged on the printer or
photocopier for children to colour in.
4. Watery numbers
This sheet will help the children to cut down on the
amount of water they use as they work out from the
three facts just how much water it takes to do simple
activities like showering and washing vegetables.
The answers to the calculations are:
16 litres if reducing time in the shower by two
minutes (8 litres x 2 minutes)

two minutes less in the shower saves
16 litres

12 litres if turning off the tap for two minutes
whilst cleaning teeth or washing vegetables
(6 litres x 2 minutes)

turning the tap off whilst cleaning
teeth for two minutes saves 12 litres

150 litres by not using the hosepipe and
watering with a can instead.

not using the washing machine if
only half full (or using the ‘half load’
function) could save 10 litres
using a watering can instead of
watering for 10 minutes with a hose
saves 150 litres
using a bucket and sponge instead
of hosing the car for 10 minutes
could save 150 litres.
Can they think of more ways they can
be water wise at home and at school?
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The children could take the numbers home
and set a number quiz for their family.
Can they work out what the numbers
represent? Where would it be good to
place the numbers to remind all the family
to use water wisely, for example, near the
bathroom or kitchen taps, by the shower, or
on a watering can.
Can the children develop these ideas for
cutting down on the amount of water used
in your school too?
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Using the reward certificates
Choose from a selection of four mini certificates
to reward the children. These can be given out
during a special assembly and awarded for
knowing the facts and also for taking active steps
to use water wisely.

‘Drop 20’ competition
for schools
Anglian Water is inviting children
to enter a special competition
to win a brilliant, family day out
at one of its water parks - plus a
meal for four in one of the on-site
restaurants.
All the children have to do is come
up with an eye-catching slogan,
poster, storyboard, photograph
or short film to promote the
importance of not wasting water or to offer their own unique ideas
for a new water-saving invention.
Any ideas related to the ‘Drop 20’
campaign will definitely impress
the judges.
Entries should be sent to:
competition@anglianwater.co.uk
or by post to:
Community Education Team,
Anglian Water, Ambury Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE29 3NZ
by 10 September 2012.
There is also the chance for your
school to enter a prize draw to win
a FREE water audit from Anglian
Water and £500 towards the water
efficiency measures highlighted in
the audit. Just fill in the entry form
and get your school into the prize
draw today!

Helping the children to get started
Look again, and talk about some of the images and ideas used on the
free posters you should have received from Anglian Water earlier this
term, the PowerPoint assembly slides, games, and ‘Did you know?’ fact
sheets. Which pictures do the children like best? Have they noticed the
recurring image of the frog or Captain Splosh, for example? How could
they use or adapt these images or ideas for their competition entry?
Can the children tell you one way that they and their families could
waste less water – or ‘Drop 20’? Ask them to draw this idea and
think of a catchy caption. Help them to experiment with other art
materials to create the image, e.g. model making, mosaic, collage
or printing.
The children could develop their ideas for using less water at school
or at home while on holiday into a cartoon sequence or storyboard.
If you have access to digital cameras or a smart phone, you could
take the children on an ‘ideas journey’ around the school or local
community to help them focus on the kinds of photographs they
could take and send in to Anglian Water. Is there a dripping tap,
a garden with plants that need watering, a watering can in the
window of a shop, or a river, lake or reservoir nearby that might
become the inspiration for a really different and interesting picture?
Let the children take a range of different images and download and
discuss them back in the classroom. Which ones would individual
children like to work with to create a unique image to win the
competition?
Give the children an opportunity to try out a couple of different
ideas, choose their favourite and refine it until they think it would
make an excellent competition entry.
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Good luck!
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Curriculum links
Geography

Science

1c
4b
5b

Express their own views about the environment; recognise changes in
physical features; recognise how the environment may be improved and
sustained.

2.2b
2.5c

Know that humans and other animals need food and water to stay alive;
to care for the environment.

Numeracy

5a

To solve a relevant problem by using simple lists, tables and charts to sort,
classify and organise information.

Citizenship

2c
2g
5a
5c

Pupils recognise choices they can make; know what improves and harms
their local, natural and built environments and about some of the ways
people look after them; take and share responsibility; make real choices
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